Fig 1.Shows adhesive
foamcore board, image to
be mounted and cut
matboard to be assembled.

Fig 7. Remove the image
and set aside. With a
sharp blade, score a cut
into the surface wax
coating of the foamcore
from point to point, all
round. DON’T cut deep
into the foamcore board1mm depth is ample!

Fig 2. Place the cut-tosize matboard on top of
your piece of adhesive
foamcore and cut piece of
foamcore to the same size
as the outside edge
measurements of your
matboard.

Fig 8. Locate the image
back down onto the
foamcore inside the
boundaries of the score
lines and corner spots and
take a piece of masking
tape and carefully hinge
the image in place on one
edge.
Fig 9. Smooth the
masking tape hinge down
so that it holds the image
firmly in place. Then fold
the image back on the
hinged edge like a page in
a book to expose the
middle area of the
foamcore board beneath.
Fig 10. With the tip of
your blade, carefully lift
the coating sheet at the
corner and peel off the
entire piece inside the
corner points and score
lines. The outside coating
sheet should remain in
place for now.
Fig 11. You now have the
adhesive area of the foam
core exposed where the
image will be located.
You should now put on a
glove with the hand that
will gently be patting the
image down onto the
foamcore.
Fig 12. Lift the image
back and from the masked
hinged edge, start to pat
the image down onto the
adhesive area of the
foamcore. Don’t drop it or
air pockets may occur!

Fig 3. Once you have
your foamcore cut to size,
mock assemble your
image to locate it exactly
where on the foamcore it
will end up. To do this
place the matboard down
on top and align all
outside edges.
Fig 4. When you are
satisfied that your image
is located in the correct
position, carefully remove
the matboard, taking care
not to move the image
which is now left sitting
on the foamcore piece.
Fig 5. With a permanent
marker, mark a spot on the
foamcore where each
corner of the image is
located.

Fig 6. Mark ALL corners!

Fig 13. Pat the image
gently down into place
moving from the hinged
side out towards the
opposite side until you
have put the entire image
down and press gently to
ensure even adhesion.
Fig 14. You may now
remove the masking tape
hinge gently as it is no
longer required to hold the
image anymore.

Fig 15. Using the tip of
your blade again, lift one
corner of the remaining
surrounding foamcore
coating sheet.

Fig 16. Proceed to peel
away the entire foamcore
coating sheet which now
surrounds the affixed
image in the centre.

Fig 17. Carefully place
your pre-cut matboard
lightly down on top of the
foamcore, gently moving
it into place until the
outside matboard edges
match up with the outside
edges of the foamcore
backing.
Fig 18. Once the covering
matboard is located
correctly, pat gently into
place with your gloved
hand and your project is
complete.

Adhesive Foamcore and
Matboard can be
purchased from Jackson’s
Art Supplies by the sheet.
They also stock the Logan
mat cutters and rulers and
spare blades.

